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Abstract— Tactile sensors are essential for robotic systems to safely and effectively interact with the environment and humans. In particular, tri-axis tactile sensors are crucial for dexterous robotic manipulations by providing shear force, slip or contact angle information. The Soft Inductive Tactile Sensor (SITS) is a new type of tactile sensor that measures inductance variations caused by eddy-current effect. In this paper, we present a soft tri-axis tactile sensor using the configuration of four planar coils and a single conductive film with hyperelastic material in between them. The working principle is explained and design methods are outlined. A 3D finite element model was developed to characterize the tri-axis SITS and to optimize the target design through parameter study. Prototypes were fabricated, characterized and calibrated, and a force measurement resolution of 0.3 mN is achieved in each axis. Demonstrations show that the sensor can clearly measure light touch (a few mN normal force) and shear force pulses (10 to 30 mN) produced by a serrated leaf when it is moved across the sensor surface. The presented sensor is low cost, high performance, robust, durable, and easily customizable for a variety of robotic and healthcare applications.

Index Terms—Eddy-current effect, Finite element analysis, Hyperelastic material, Inductance, Planar coil, Soft tactile sensor.

I. INTRODUCTION

Tactile sensors are essential for robotic systems to interact safely, and effectively with the environment and humans [1, 2], and also they play a key role in intelligent healthcare systems [3-5]. Over the last decades, remarkable progress has been made in developing soft/flexible electronic skins [6, 7] for pressure mapping by exploiting a variety of transducer mechanisms (e.g.: piezoresistive [8], capacitive [9], and piezoelectric [10], triboelectric [11], and optical waveguide sensors [12]), and advances in organic electronics [13] and printed flexible electronics [14]. Nevertheless, tactile skins remain relatively un-developed for widespread use in robotics applications [15]. To be integrated into robots performing real-world applications, tactile sensors need to have both high compliance and high performance (like the human fingertip) and to be durable to survive the repeated physical interactions with unstructured environments [1]. Moreover, tactile sensors with tri-axis force sensing capabilities (mimicking human sense of touch) would significantly enhance the performance of robotic manipulations by providing shear and slip information [16, 17].

Recently, research to develop tri-axis tactile sensors and sensing arrays with 3D deformable structures has grown rapidly. Several notable examples can be acknowledged to provide an indication of state of the art. In 2012, a tri-axis resistive tactile sensor was developed by using embedded micro-channels filled with liquid metals [18]. This type of sensor is extremely stretchable, but it is complex to fabricate and only operates at temperatures above the melting point of the liquid metal. In 2014, a novel tri-axis capacitive tactile sensors with soft textile electrodes was developed [19], which has extremely high sensitivity and large dynamic range. While capacitive sensors usually encounter noise from proximity effect and environmental contaminants [20], a more complex shielding configuration is required to solve this issue. An alternative approach has exploited recent advances in integrated, compact, magnetic field sensing chips, the authors developed a tri-axis tactile sensor (MagOne [21, 22]) and sensing array (MagTrix [23]) using 3D Hall-effect sensors and magnets embedded in elastomer. Such sensors are soft, low-cost and capable of high-performance force sensing (resolution, dynamic range and bandwidth). However, they are inherently sensitive to static magnetic field interference from the environment or external ferromagnetic objects. Therefore, we sought to investigate alternative transducer mechanisms which could measure tri-axis force with high performance, robustness, and simple structure.

Eddy-current sensors (ECS) are widely used for non-contact displacement measurement [24] and non-destructive testing systems [25] in harsh environments. In 2013, Wang et al. [26, 27] developed a sub-nanometer resolution eddy-current displacement sensor with self-compensation of thermal drift. By transforming the eddy-current effect-based sensing mechanism into a soft form for tactile sensing, we developed the first Soft Inductive Tactile Sensor (SITS) [28]. This initial work demonstrated that SITS has low hysteresis, good repeatability, wide bandwidth, and an ability to operate in harsh environments.
environments (e.g. underwater). Furthermore, STIS has a simple structure, can be readily fabricated in a durable form (see the hammer strike test in supplementary materials) for real-world applications. Building on this single-axis system, we developed the first tri-axis SITS using a configuration of four coils and a single target [29], which achieved a force measurement resolution of 0.3 mN in each axis.

In this paper, we extend the work presented in [29] to describe the system in detail, includes the sensor design, modelling, prototype characterization and calibration, demonstrations of the performance. The paper begins by describing the underpinning working principle of the sensors, then uses a finite element (FE) model to investigate key design parameters of the tri-axis SITS system, the optimized target design is obtained. Prototypes and the associated electronic interfaces are developed based on these design methods. Prototype systems were characterized and calibrated, cross-talk effect and non-linearity are minimized, the decoupled output shows good match against a commercial force/torque sensor. Demonstration tests are performed to highlight the tri-axis sensing capabilities and the high-performance in real-world applications.

II. WORKING PRINCIPLE

A. Single-Axis SITS

Transducers based on the mechanism of Eddy-current effect are ubiquitous in industry, particularly in the form of non-contact eddy-current displacement sensors. As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), an ECS comprises a coil as sensing unit, and a conductive film as sensing target, which is typically used to measure the vertical distance between the sensing coil and the conductive target. When the coil is excited by an AC current (typically at 0.1 MHz to 10 MHz), it generates an alternating magnetic field which induces eddy-currents in the nearby conductive target. The eddy-currents in the target generate a magnetic field opposite to that from the coil, thus reducing the magnetic flux in the coil and dissipating energy. Therefore, the magnetic field coupling between the coil and target reduces the coil’s inductance and increases its resistance. Thus, the vertical distance \(d_v\) between the coil and the target can be obtained by measuring the inductance of the coil. Figure 1(b) shows the normalized inductance and resistance versus distance characteristics of a typical ECS.

A soft inductive tactile sensor (SITS) can be adapted from the ECS by introducing an elastic medium between the coil and the target, which acts to modulate the distance when force is applied to the target, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Figure 1(d) shows the inductance to force response of a single-axis SITS. The conductive target acts as both sensing target and an electromagnetic shielding layer, which minimizes the interference from external objects. As discussed in our previous paper [30], the conductive film should have a diameter greater than the excitation coil and a thickness larger than the eddy-current penetration depth [31] (26.5 µm for copper at 6 MHz) to achieve both good sensitivity and effective electromagnetic shielding.

B. Tri-Axis SITS

When the target does not completely cover the effective sensing area, lateral position of the coils can also affect the inductance, due to the variation of magnetic field coupling between the coil and target. As illustrated in Figure 2(a-c), for a rectangular, triangular, or small circular target, moving the target laterally changes the magnetic field coupling, thereby the inductance. Since the eddy-current intensity is also highly dependent on the vertical distance between the coil and the target, both lateral and vertical movements of the target can cause measurable inductance variation. A single coil SITS with targets illustrated in Fig. 2(a-c) is sensitive to both normal and shear forces, but it cannot discriminate them. Here, we propose a four-coil array to detect the tri-axis movement of a square conductive target. As shown in Fig. 2(d), when the target is moved along x-axis, the target’s magnetic field coupling with coil 1 and coil 4 increases, while the coupling with coil 2 and coil 3 decreases. The same principle applies in the y-axis. When the vertical distance decreases, the coupling with all four coils increases. As illustrated in Fig. 2(e), when an external force is applied, the conductive film is moved

![Fig. 1. (a) Working principle of a typical eddy-current sensor (ECS); (b) Normalized impedance to distance response of an ECS; (c) Schematic of single-axis soft inductive tactile sensor (SITS); (d) Normalized inductance to force response of a SITS.](image1)

![Fig. 2. ECS for vertical displacement measurement with different target shape (a) Rectangular; (b) Triangular; (c) Circle; (d) Tri-axis ECS configuration using four coils and one target; (d) Schematic of a tri-axis SITS.](image2)
vertically/laterally through deformation of the elastomer, which changes the inductance of all four coils. The relationship between \( L_1, L_2, L_3, \) and \( L_4 \) and the applied force \( F_x, F_y, \) and \( F_z \) is complex because of the highly nonlinear response of ECSs (Fig. 1(b)) and the strong cross-talk effect between axes. However, a decoupled output signal can be approximated by calculating the differential inductance between coils (similar to balancing resistance in a Wheatstone bridge [32]):

\[
\begin{align*}
L_x &= L_1 - L_2 - L_3 + L_4 \\
L_y &= L_1 + L_2 - L_3 - L_4 \\
L_z &= L_1 + L_2 + L_3 + L_4
\end{align*}
\]

III. DESIGN AND MODELLING

As discussed in our previous papers [21], the design of tri-axis SITS can also be divided in two steps. The first is to design the inductive transducer to measure the tri-axis displacement of the conductive target. The second step is to choose the elastomer geometry and material to achieve desired sensitivity and force measurement range. The mechanical behavior of the elastomer body is known, and has been investigated in our previous papers on MagOne sensor [21, 22] and single-axis STIS sensor [28]. In this section, we will focus on the design of the tri-axis inductive displacement transducer, which forms the core of a tri-axis SITS.

A. Sensor Design

To characterize the sensor’s response and investigate the design parameters of the tri-axis SITS, the sensing coil design was determined first. As shown in Fig. 3(a), each sensing coil has two layers, with 12 turns per layer and an outer diameter of 7.0 mm. Considering the capabilities of most flexible printed circuit (FPC) manufactures, the coil loop has a trace width of 100 \( \mu \)m, thickness of 35 \( \mu \)m, and a spiral pitch of 200 \( \mu \)m (100 \( \mu \)m space between two traces), same as the single-axis SITS sensor [28]. Two layers of loops are in series connection in a way that all loops have the same current direction. The distance between coils is 8 mm to minimize the device size and also ensure that coils are not overlapped. A square target is configured in the horizontal plane (Fig. 3(b)). The lateral position of the target from the coil center is denoted as \( d_x \). To investigate the characteristics and key design parameters of this tri-axis SITS, a 3D FE model with the coil, target and air domains was built in COMSOL Multiphysics (AC/DC module). Frequency domain study of the 3D FE model was performed at 6 MHz (approximate the working frequency of the physical device) to calculate the effective inductance and AC resistance of the coil-target pair. As four coils were excited in sequence in the SITS prototypes, only one coil is carrying the AC current and has magnetic field coupling with the target at any one time. Given the symmetric coil-target configuration, coil 4 has exact the same response to \( d_z / d_a \) as coil 1, while coil 2’s response to \( d_z / d_a \) can be calculated from coil 1’s response by

\[
L_2(d_x, d_z) = L_1(d_x, -d_x)
\]

To investigate the characteristics and key design parameters of this tri-axis SITS, a 3D FE model with the coil, target and air domains was built in COMSOL Multiphysics (AC/DC module). Frequency domain study of the 3D FE model was performed at 6 MHz (approximate the working frequency of the physical device) to calculate the effective inductance and AC resistance of the coil-target pair. As four coils were excited in sequence in the SITS prototypes, only one coil is carrying the AC current and has magnetic field coupling with the target at any one time. Given the symmetric coil-target configuration, coil 4 has exact the same response to \( d_z / d_a \) as coil 1, while coil 2’s response to \( d_z / d_a \) can be calculated from coil 1’s response by

\[
L_2(d_x, d_z) = L_1(d_x, -d_x)
\]

The same principle can be applied to movement in the \( y \) axis as well. Therefore, to minimize the computational time, only coil 1 was built and driven with a 1 mA AC current in the 3D FE model. The normalized inductance of coil 1 to vertical and lateral movement of the target was calculated. As plotted in Fig. 4 (a), when the target to coil distance decreases from 3 mm to 1 mm, coil 1’s inductance variation is larger when the target covers larger area of the coil at 1 mm lateral position \((d_l)\) than at \(-1 \text{ mm}\). Figure 4(b) shows that coil 1’s inductance decreases when the target-coil overlap area increases (target moves from -2 mm lateral position to 2 mm). While the inductance variation caused by lateral movement of the target is highly dependent on the vertical distance \((d_z)\), as eddy-current intensity decreases rapidly with \( d_z \). The inductance to \( d_z / d_a \) response of coil 2, coil 3 and coil 4 can be calculated from coil 1’s data using equation (2). Then, the tri-axis inductance \((L_x, L_y, \text{ and } L_z)\) were calculated by equation 1. As shown in Fig. 4(c), the \( z \)-axis inductance variation \((\Delta L_z)\) to vertical distance \((d_z)\) curves at

Fig. 4. Characterization of the tri-axis SITS using 3D FE model (a) Coil 1’s inductance response to vertical distance of the target; (b) Coil 1’s inductance response to lateral movement of the target; (c) Total inductance variation \((\Delta L_a)\) to vertical distance; (d) Total inductance \((\Delta L_a)\) to lateral movement of the target.
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Fig. 5. Tri-axis SITS with different target shape configuration and response (a) square-shape target in 45° configuration; (b) square-shape target in 0° configuration; (d) Circle-shape target; (d) Total inductance variation ($\Delta L_x$) to lateral distance response ($d_x = 0$ mm); (e) Total inductance variation ($\Delta L_z$) to vertical movement ($d_z = 2$ mm). Different lateral position ($d_x$) are almost overlapped despite the different magnetic field couplings between the target and individual coil. The $\Delta L_z$ to $d_z$ curves in Fig. 4(d) clearly show that the sensor with smaller vertical distance has better sensitivity to lateral displacement. As discussed in the single-axis SITS design [28], a thinner elastomer leads to a higher overall stiffness and limited deformation, which would result in a larger force range, but also a poorer sensitivity, despite its higher inductance to displacement sensitivity. The same principle is applicable for tri-axis SITS design. In this study, an elastomer thickness of 2 mm was selected to further investigate the conductive target design and prototyping.

C. Target Shape and Configuration

First, three representative target shape and configuration were investigated, including a square shape in 45° configuration, a square shape in 0° configuration, and a circular shape, named as “square-45”, “square-0”, and “circle” respectively. It is not necessary to design the target with a more complex shape (e.g. pentagon, hexagon or other irregular shapes) as it would be similar to one of these three cases, and irregular/asymmetric shape would just make the sensor’s response more complex. Using the same FE model described above, the inductance to vertical distance ($d_z$) and lateral position ($d_x$) response was calculated for these three target design (side length of two squares and diameter of the circle are all 14 mm). Figure 5(d) shows that square-0 target has much higher sensitivity to vertical distance than square-45 and circle target because of its larger overlapped area between the coil and target compared to the other two. Square-45 and the circle target configurations have almost the same inductance variations to vertical distance. Moreover, the inductance response to lateral displacement of the square-45 and circle targets are completely overlapped, and their sensitivity are much higher than the square-0 configuration. Figure 5(d, e) also indicates that the inductance to displacement sensitivity in z-axis is higher than in $x/y$ axis. Therefore, square-45 or circular target configuration should be used to develop tri-axis SITS with comparable sensitivity in all axes, particularly when a higher shear force sensitivity is desirable.

D. Target Size

To further study the size effect of the target, the square-45 target configuration with a side length from 10 mm, to 16 mm were investigated. Inductance variation to vertical distance $d_z$ curves (Fig. 6(a)) clearly show that the larger the target size, the higher the sensitivity to z-axis movement since larger target size means stronger magnetic field coupling. As shown in Fig. 6(b), the response of 14 mm and 12 mm targets are completely overlapped, and have a higher sensitivity to $d_z$ than 10 mm and 16 mm targets. When the target size is too small (e.g. 10 mm) the magnetic field coupling between the target and coils are too weak, while when the target size is too big (e.g. 16 mm), the magnetic field coupling is very strong, but the variation of the coupling strength is small when the target moves laterally. In summary, the sensitivity to lateral movement $d_x$ increases with the target size first, then reach its maximum value at a target size between 12 mm to 14 mm, then decreases when the target size increases further. For this tri-axis SITS configuration, both 12 mm and 14 mm targets’ design have higher shear force sensitivities, and the 14 mm target design has higher normal force sensitivity than the 12 mm one. Therefore, the 14 mm square target in 45° configuration would approximate the optimal design. Similar results are applicable for the circular target.

IV. PROTOTYPING

A. Fabrication

As described and analyzed in section III, a 2×2 coil array was designed for the tri-axis SITS. The flexible coils were fabricated by standard FPC process, have a total thickness of 0.2 mm. Figure 7(a) shows a magnified view of the fabricated flexible coil array. A 0.2 mm aluminum sheet was cut into 14 mm square and circle (ProtoLaser U3, LPKF laser and electronics AG, Germany) as sensing targets for tri-axis SITS prototypes. A uniform silicone sheet (2 mm thick, Ecoflex 00-20, Smooth-on, USA) was cast using a laser-cut plastic mold. Two parts of the silicone liquids were mixed by 1:1 weight and de-gassed, then poured into the mold to cure at room temperature. Then the cured silicone sheet was cut into 10
mm circle by a laser cutter (VLS 3.50, Universal laser systems). Finally, these elastomers were put into an ultrasonic isopropanol bath for 3 minutes to clean any ashes generated during the laser cutting. To assemble the tri-axis SITS prototype, the flexible coil sheet was glued to a rigid acrylic base with double side tape (3M, USA). Then, the aluminum target was glued to the elastomer with a thin layer of silicone adhesive (ELASTOSIL E 41, Wacker Chemie AG, Germany). Lastly, the elastomer-target structure was glued to the flexible coils with the same methods. Figure 7(b) shows an assembled SITS prototype with 14 mm square target in a 45° configuration.

B. Electronic Interface

In a complete tri-axis SITS system, the inductance of all four coils were measured at the working frequency. As shown in Fig. 7(c), the inductance measurement circuit of this sensor is based on a LC oscillator, the oscillating frequency of which varies with the coil’s inductance:

$$f = \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{L(C_{\text{para}}+C_{\text{ext}})}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $C_{\text{para}}$ is the parasitic capacitance of the coil (including cable), $C_{\text{ext}}$ is an external capacitor used to form the oscillation network. A fully integrated, four channel, digital to inductance converter chip [33] (LDC1614, Texas Instruments, USA) was used to drive the oscillation network and measure its frequency, thereby the inductance. The coil-target pair has an inductance of approximately 3 µH (including cable) when it is unloaded. According to the guidelines summarized for the single-axis SITS [28], a 220 pF NP0 capacitor was used as the external capacitor to make the sensor work at a frequency of 6.2 MHz. Four coils are excited in sequence, the inductance measurement switches from one coil to another through a multiplexer integrated in LDC1614. The digital data were sent to a controller (NI MyRIO 1900, National Instruments, USA) via I2C protocol. The maximum sampling rate for this Tri-axis SITS can be up to 1 kHz by reducing the measurement time of inductance at the expense of increasing noise.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An experimental setup (the same platform used for the MagOne sensor [21]) was used to characterize and calibrate the tri-axis SITS. Which includes two motorized and one manual micro-positioning stages, and mounting frames/brackets to apply normal and/or shear force to the tri-axis SITS. A commercial force/torque sensor (Nano17-E, ATI industrial automation, USA) was mounted on the manual stage to record the applied normal and shear force as reference. A LabView program was developed to acquire and record data from the SITS prototypes and the Nano17 sensor, and to control the movement of two motorized stages.

A. Sensor Characterization

Firstly, the prototype was compressed by a rigid flat surface. Figure 8(a) shows the inductance variations of all four coils to applied normal force (0-13 N), which indicates that the inductance variations of these coils differ from one to another due to imperfect alignment of the target. To apply shear force to the tri-axis SITS prototype, a preload normal force of 8.4 N is applied. As shown in Fig. 8(b), coil 1 and coil 4’s inductance decreases with the shear force in x-axis, while coil 2 and coil 3’s inductance increases. The decoupled inductance output to normal and shear force was calculated using equation (1) and plotted in Fig. 8(c, d), which shows that $L_z$ ($L_x$) decreases rapidly with $F_z$ ($F_x$), while there are small cross-talk effect between normal force and shear force output due to the
imperfect target configuration and elastomer shape. As shown in Fig. 8(c), the inductance $L_x$ and $L_y$ varies when normal force applied, but the variation is at least one order of amplitude less than $\Delta L_z$.

B. Sensor Calibration

Given that the tri-axis SITS design is not axisymmetric, a 3D scanning process is required to fully investigate the relationship between the inductance and the applied force. The inductance response to lateral displacement in different directions was investigated using the 3D FE model (reported in section III) to quantify the response asymmetry to shear force. The FE results show that inductance response to lateral displacement at 45° to the x axis has a 4.89% lower sensitivity than in x/y axis (0°/90° direction) for a 14 mm square-45 target design (4.80% for a 14 mm circular target design). This state represents the maximum variability, and therefore, the tri-axis SITS design can be represented in simplified form as a sensor with an axisymmetric response and a two-parameter polynomial equation can be used to effectively describe the correlation between applied force and the output inductance:

$$
\begin{align*}
F_n &= \sum_{k=0}^{n} \sum_{i=0}^{k} C_{k,i} \cdot L_n \cdot L_x^{-i} \\
F_s &= \sum_{k=0}^{n} \sum_{i=0}^{k} C_{k,i} \cdot L_s \cdot L_y^{-i}
\end{align*}
$$

where $F_n$ and $F_s$ are normal and shear force respectively; $C_{k,i}$ are coefficients of the equation; $n$ is the order of the polynomial; $L_n$ (equals $L_x$) and $L_s$ (equals $\sqrt{L_x^2 + L_y^2}$) are denoted to total normal and shear inductance. To obtain the calibration equation, a 2D scanning process (inset in Fig. 9(a)) was performed to collect a dataset of applied force and the corresponding inductance in z-x plane. Then, the least square error fitting technique described in [21] was employed to calculate these coefficients in equation (4) at $n = 3$. Thus, real-time calibrated force output can be obtained from the measured inductance values through equation (4) and (5).

$$
\begin{align*}
F_x &= F_n \cdot L_x / \sqrt{L_x^2 + L_y^2} \\
F_y &= F_s \cdot L_y / \sqrt{L_x^2 + L_y^2} \\
F_z &= F_n
\end{align*}
$$

Figure 9(a, b) shows the calibrated normal force ($F_n$) and shear force ($F_s$) output respectively when the sensor’s top surface is moved laterally to apply shear force while the normal force is increased incrementally (a preload normal force of approximately 7.3 N was applied to prevent slip). The results indicate a good match between the calibrated tri-axis SITS and the commercial sensor (Nano17). Noise testing results showed that the sensor has a resolution (minimum detectable force) of approximately 0.3 mN (50 Hz sampling rate) in all axes.

C. Demonstration

To demonstrate the sensor’s capability, a sensor prototype with a 12 mm square target in 45° configuration was fabricated and calibrated. A 2 mm bead was attached to the top surface of the sensor target to ensure single-point contact with a 3D printed surface. The surface consist of a planar base together with four sine profiles with 0.5 mm amplitude and 10 mm wavelength. The sensor was vertically positioned (upside down) and moved laterally across the sinewave surface at a rate of 1 mm/s. Calibrated normal/shear force was recorded and plotted in Figure 10(a), together with the surface height. It should be noted that the successive increase in force magnitude is the result of a slight slope in the surface.

To further demonstrate the sensor’s high sensitivity in normal/shear force measurement, a new prototype with a 14 mm circular target was fabricated and calibrated. A leaf with serrated edge was moved across the sensor’s top surface, and the calibrated tri-axis force output was recorded and plotted in Fig. 10. Shear force pulses (10 to 30 mN) caused by the serrated edges of the leaf were clearly measured. A normal force as small as a few mN was also observed due to the light touch of the leaf. This demo highlights the sensitivity and robustness of this tri-axis SITS for challenging tasks in real-world scenarios.
D. Discussion

The design of the current SITS provides the ability to obtain sensitive tri-axis force measurements. For real-world use, it is critical to characterize the sensor characteristics, calibrating against reference standards (to maintain consistent output across the measurement space and between sensors) and ensure sensor operation is not adversely affected by the environment.

A key aspect here is that the tri-axis SITS design is not axisymmetric, as stated in section V(B). When accurate shear force amplitude is required, a correction factor should be applied to equation (5) to minimize the error. Alternatively, a 3D scanning process could be performed to calibrate the sensor, which could require high computational cost. We have previously demonstrated that a Genetic Programming method [22] can be employed to optimally interpret the correlation between the measurand and sensor output value, establishing underlying trends and deriving robust and simple equations using training data. Subsequently, the coefficients of these equations for any sensor sharing the same design can be obtained efficiently through least squares regression.

It should be noted, in the current design, the sensor’s output may be affected during interaction with conductive objects because the conductive target does not completely shield the full sensing area of all four coils. In this case, a conductive film or textile could be added as an upper shielding layer to address this issue. In addition, the current four coil design has one redundant degree of freedom which could be exploited for temperature drift compensation or noise suppression.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a novel tri-axis tactile sensor based on inductance measurement which is low-cost, robust, easy to fabricate and capable of high sensitive measurement (0.3 mN resolution) for both normal and shear force. The working principle of the tri-axis SITS was described and the design principle was detailed. A 3D FE model was built to investigate the sensor’s characteristics and optimize the target design through a parameter study. Sensing prototypes with electronics were developed and characterized in which a least-square error fitting technique was deployed to calculate coefficients of a polynomial equation that describes the correlation between the measured inductance value and the applied force. The calibrated prototypes demonstrate a good match for both normal and shear force measurement with the reference commercial sensor, but in soft form at far lower cost. Two demonstrations illustrate the high-performance and robustness of the tri-axis SITS for real-world applications.

The current SITS design can be scaled in size for a variety of robotic and healthcare applications. On the other hand, soft inductive sensors with sensing capabilities in more axes can be developed for deformable and robust force/torque sensors. For instance, a low-cost, six-axis force/torque sensors with high performance and high tolerance to overloading would be highly demanded. Finally, new materials and fabrication techniques offer opportunities to produce “fully soft” tri-axis tactile sensors and improve the durability of this system to enable robust physical interactions from the delicate (e.g. surgical robots) to harsh (field, industry, or rescue robots) scenarios.
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